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Code Check Building: An Illustrated
Guide To The Building Codes

Code Check Building: An Illustrated Guide to the Building Codes,Â emphasizes the key safety
principles underlying building codes throughout the United States. Using clear language to ensure
compliance with codes at each stage of construction, this edition reflects the most up-to-date
changes in the 2015 International Residential Code. Tables and illustrations help to clarify the
complex rules and numerous changes in the latest edition of the codes. Specific code change are
highlighted throughout the text and summarized at the end of the book. The Code Check series is
one of Taunton's most successful book lines, selling over 1,100,000 copies. Spiral bound, with
durable laminiated pages, the books in this series are designed to be used on-site for quick
reference, ensuring that all jobs meet the highest safety standards while drastically reducing code
violation call-backs. The Code Check series is endorsed by the International Code Council (ICC).
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I bought this in connection with two other code check books guides. They have lived up to
expectations as a quick reference guide with citations to major national codes if you need additional
information. These codes are not always adopted in their entirety or without editing at the local level,
I would not rely no this manual for building a house from the ground up. But, as a homeowner who
want to know how to properly address day to day repairs and updates this manual series has you

covered.The configuration of Code Check is great. Each page is tabbed for quick reference and
spiral bound at the top. Also, someone was thinking ahead the paper is heavy thickness and
appears to be laminated or otherwise coated which helps it resist dirt and staining (which are always
present when working).

I work in construction and have to check things all the time. Best thing about this book is you get an
answer in a minute. It's all right there. If you want a comprehensive code guide this is not it. if you
want to know the major stuff in a straightforward way this is it.

It has good illustration of informationA little info on a lot of things that you need in the real
applicationI have the whole set of books as a guide for when you don't rememberA code or
clearance. The city inspector turned me on to them

Very useful for checking construction methods and materials for code compliance. It's easy to use,
concise, and withstands weather on various construction sites. Very good value due to its
convenience and ease of use.

I designed and built my own house... no, I am not a contractor or a professional tradesman other
than having worked on Habitat for Humanity over the past decade and listening to advice of retired
general contractors. The book and its companions are a 'builders bible'. Even the local building
inspector brought one and was pleased to see we both had these references. I passed each
inspection first time.

All I can say is that this book helps me when I am out in the field doing my inspections, ICC codes
are updated every 3 years I had the last edition and had it in the truck while I was out on the job and
it got a little beat up, this reference book is great for inspectors and builders and is made of a
durable material so believe me its an on site reference not your office copy.As long as no one lifts it
out of my truck it should last awhile. "Great reference material"

rather than combing through the entire code book this makes sure that you hit most of the stuff that
you need to now. I DIY a lot, and pull permits when required. Never had any major findings during
inspection due to these, and have had my worked praised by inspectors. Well worth the price.
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